User Manual

WARNING: READ BEFORE RIDING YOUR UNIWHEEL
Whenever you ride the Uniwheel, you risk death or serious injury from falls, loss of control or
collisions.
To ride safely, you must
READ AND FOLLOW ALL WARNINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS IN THIS MANUAL and
READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SAFE USE GIVEN ON OUR WEBSITE
UNIWHEEL.CO.UK UNDER THE FAQ PAGE BEFORE YOU USE YOUR UNIWHEEL
FOR THE FIRST TIME
RIDE AT YOUR OWN RISK AND ALWAYS USE COMMON SENSE

Within this manual are important safety notices. They are clearly
marked with the sign (left). Make sure that you understand all
these notices. If you have any doubt, contact us directly.
Following that, all warnings regarding potential damage to the
Uniwheel are clearly marked with the sign (left).
Any fall can result in serious injury or even death, we do not repeat
this warning every time we mention the risk of a fall but these risks
are always present when you ride the Uniwheel.
To avoid impact injuries and falls due to collisions always ride with
caution. Assume others around you do not see you.
For any issues or technical problems please visit the FAQ
section of the website.

Riding Safely
WARNING DO NOT modify your Uniwheel. Modifying or interfering with your Uniwheel can lead to
irreparable damage and could result in serious harm. Modifications to your Uniwheel void the Uniwheel’s
Warranty.
WARNING DO NOT inflate the tyre for the Uniwheel above 3.5 Bar/ 50 Psi, as this could cause the tyre to burst.
WARNING DO NOT let young children ride the Uniwheel, unless in your judgment, they possess the
necessary coordination, strength and maturity to ride the Uniwheel. We recommend only children of 14 years
or older should be permitted to ride the Uniwheel.
WARNING DO NOT exceed the weight limit of 100Kg of the Uniwheel, otherwise damage or injury may occur
due to exceeding the design specification.
WARNING DO NOT try to accelerate whilst ascending an incline of over 20 degrees as this exceeds the
design specification and can result in a fall from the Uniwheel.
WARNING DO NOT ride the Uniwheel in wet weather, as this can cause damage to the product, and in
extreme circumstances cause fire.
WARNING ALWAYS take extra care whilst riding if you receive a low battery warning, since this can precedes
a loss of power and a fall from the Uniwheel.
WARNING Always ride using protective gear. We recommend using a helmet with lights mounted on it.
WARNING The Uniwheel contains strong magnets in the motor and pedals. Keep any personal objects that
may be attracted or affected by the magnetic fields away from these areas.

WARNING When accelerating or braking in extreme circumstances it is possible to over-lean resulting in over
powering the motor. All speed changes should be done gradually. In this situation pedals will tilt-back to
encourage you to slow down and not excessively lean. Pay attention to all warnings as ignoring them can
cause a sudden loss of power and a fall from the Uniwheel.
WARNING ALWAYS make sure you know and obey the local traffic laws and regulations for riding on pavements
and roads in the country where you use the Uniwheel.
WARNING ALWAYS check all fixings and components are securely fastened before attempting to ride your
Uniwheel.
WARNING ALWAYS avoid uneven terrain or surfaces with water, sand, gravel, dirt, leaves and other debris as this
can cause a sudden loss of power and a fall from the Uniwheel.
WARNING ALWAYS be aware of, and take care to respect, the rights and safety of pedestrians and other road
users in the country where you use the Uniwheel.
WARNING ALWAYS make sure you properly inspect and maintain your Uniwheel before using it so as to reduce
the risk of injury.
WARNING If your Uniwheel is not operating correctly or shows sign of damage, stop using it immediately and
contact us.

For more information regarding how to ride, visit our website uniwheel.co.uk.
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Understanding your Wheel
BEFORE USING YOUR UNIWHEEL FOR THE FIRST TIME, YOU MUST
READ AND FULLY UNDERSTAND THIS MANUAL AND THE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SAFE USE ON UNIWHEEL.CO.UK
Before attempting to ride your Uniwheel, there are several things you need to
know;
Whilst the range of the Uniwheel is stated in the Specification section on page 16, it is
worth adding that this can vary slightly based on such factors as rider weight, terrain
and speed.
Furthermore, try to avoid using the Uniwheel in low temperatures since this reduces
the capacity of the batteries, thereby decreasing the max range of the Uniwheel.
When connecting your wheel to the Uniwheel app for the first time, you might notice
that the mileage counter is not at 0; this is due to our thorough testing of every
Uniwheel we manufacture.
Always ride the wheel fully assembled since the bumpers and battery covers act
as essential protection.
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What’s in the Box?
1

Uniwheel- In the main box

2

Charger- Aside from the

1

you will find a single, fully
assembled Uniwheel and a
cardboard stand.

Uniwheel you will find the
associated battery charger
and all documentation in a
secondary box.

3

Plug- Also included in the

secondary box is a region
specific mains plug.
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2

3

Getting Started
Before you initially turn on your Uniwheel you will first have
to connect the batteries, which have been isolated for
safety during transit. The section Isolating Batteries
On/Off Buttons
on pages 14 and 15 will show you how to do this.
Once complete, you will then be able to turn on your
Uniwheel by using either of the ‘On’ buttons, which
are located on both of the light modules.
For more information regarding learning to ride,
see the wheel riding section on the website.
NOTE: You will have to charge your Uniwheel
before its first use due to the Uniwheel being
shipped at a partial charge.
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Product Overview
On/Off Button
Charger Port

Headlight Button
Battery Cover

Bumper

Tyre
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Pedal Cover
Pedal

Product Overview Cont.

Battery Gauge

On/Off Button

Battery Pack

Battery Fuse
Isolation Cover
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Charging your Uniwheel
Flip open the charger cover
in the direction shown.

Insert charger into the port.

If your Uniwheel is plugged into the charger, at the end of charge the lights will turn on to remind
you to unplug the device. This is an additional precaution we have built in to discourage you from
leaving the device on charge for long periods of time.
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Battery Management
The seven stage battery gauge displays the current battery level in real time. Aside
from displaying the current battery level, the battery gauge is also used to display
various warnings to the user. A list of warnings can be found on the website
uniwheel.co.uk.
Low Battery Level
Full Battery Level

After fully charging your Uniwheel avoid going downhill immediately, other wise you may over charge
the batteries due to the Uniwheel’s regenerative braking.
When storing your Uniwheel for long periods, make sure the batteries are always partially
charged so as to counteract the discharge of the cells over time. Furthermore, when charging,
never leave the Uniwheel unattended.
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Uniwheel App
Your Uniwheel has bluetooth capabilities that allow it to connect to the Uniwheel
app.

Our App, Uniwheel, will be available
to download from both the App Store
and the Google Play store from
January 2018.
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WARNING Do Not use the app while actively moving on the device. As with any motor vehicle riding
a Uniwheel requires your full attention. As always.

Pitch Adjustment
Pitch adjustment affects the angle of the pedals, their default position can be changed
from Neutral to pitching Down, or pitching Up.
Simultaneously Hold the On/Off
and Light Buttons

- Pitch

+ Pitch

Hold the Light button once
pitch is set to finish

By simultaneously holding both the Headlight and On/Off buttons for 5s this will
cause the wheel to enter calibration mode. When in calibration mode, pressing
the front or rear On/Off buttons will change the Uniwheel’s default pitch setting.
Use of a spirit level, or leveling app is advised when correcting the pitch.
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Changing the Bumpers
Squeeze Bumpers on both sides
at highlighted point.

Pull Bumpers in direction of
arrows.

To reattach, align bumper tabs with slots in case and push until you hear a “click”.
NOTE: After prolonged use bumpers may become difficult to remove. To resolve
this, rinse the bumpers under cold water removing any excess material build up.
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Replacing Pedal Covers
Grasp the Pedal Cover at the
highlighted position.

Pull cover in direction shown.
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Opening Battery Covers
Push the slider to the “Unlocked”
Position.

Move the Battery Cover in the
direction shown.

Repeat action in reverse to reattach battery covers, making sure to firmly push
the covers back together before moving the slider back to the “Locked” position.
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Removing Battery Packs
Hold the battery pack on both sides and pull in an upwards motion to remove it.

Handling the battery pack by the adjoining wires is likely to cause
irreparable damage to the batteries through repeated use.
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Isolating Batteries
To isolate the battery packs, remove the isolation cover by pushing down on the
highlighted area and pulling in the direction shown.

Please replace fuse only with a Uniwheel approved fuse. Upon failure or loss,
please contact our customer services where you will sent a replacement.
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Isolating Batteries Cont.
Pull tab to remove the fuse and insert into left fuse slot to isolate Battery Packs.

When removing the battery pack, it is advised you always use the supplied
battery connector cover included to prevent damage from occurring to the pins.
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Uniwheel Specification
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Motor

1500W Brushless DC Motor

Battery

Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePo4) 59.2V

Weight

11Kg / 25Lb

Range

11 - 15 Km / Up to 7 - 9 MI

Speed

22 Km/h / 13 MPH

Charge Time

1 Hour

Dimensions

41.5 x 13 x 48.5 (cm) / 16.3 x 5.1 x 19 (In)

Tyre

16” Black Uniwheel Tyre

Charger Specification
Charger Type

LPS, Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4)

Input

100-240VAC (50/60HZ)

Output

DC 58.4V / 2.5A

Model #

GJS-584200

Dimensions

17 x 7 x 3 (cm) / 6.6 x 2.7 x 1.18 (In)
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Stay in Touch
Uniwheel, 1 Westminster Bridge Road,
London, SE1 7XW

info@uniwheel.co.uk
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